Personalized
Prayer

Mapping

These are not easy times. We find ourselves having to
advocate for our children, our marriages, and even aging
parents. Never has the skill of customizing prayers and
prayer mapping the soul been so important to our
survival and spiritual victory. Evil is on the rise and our
prayers must take on offensive overtones. !

!

Pastor and theologian, John Piper, says this.. “We
rededicate ourselves to fight back, and not only to defend the
spiritual ground we have gained, but to go on the offensive and
to take new territory for Christ from the strongholds of the
devil. We don't say this with a cocky or presumptuous spirit, as
though we in ourselves were stronger than Satan. We say it in
the name of Jesus Christ—the one who has sent us into the
world under this banner: ‘All authority in heaven and on earth
has been given to me; go therefore. . . and I will be with you to
the end of the age.’ " Matthew 28:18-20!

!

This is a prayer conference that will change your prayer
life. It will teach you how to target the issues that keep
you up at night. If you’ve received a promise for revival,
salvation, healing or restoration, don’t wait passively for
its fulfillment. You can do more than that and this
conference will revolutionize the way you pray.!
!

Testimonials
Christine’s teaching was so beneficial and enjoyable. The
course was straight and to the point. I learned new things
and will put them into practical use. The things I learned
will help me heal and break free from the things that have
held me back. Sarah !

!

God completely blew me away with what He has shown
me through all of the teaching. I knew the power of
prayer, but I never knew how important it is to know the
enemy, be specific, and stand firm in scripture. Katie!

!

This weekend was extremely enlightening. The battle for
the mind is such a difficult one to fight, but learning how
to pray strategically and effectively has been so helpful. I
truly believe that the enemy will have much less control
over my thought patterns now that I know how to defend
my mind better. Chelsea

Christine Wyrtzen’s !
Prayer Conference!

***!
Customize your

prayers with !
biblical wisdom !
and strategy.

Session Descriptions
Who Is My Storyteller?—Session 1!
Before God’s children can understand and articulate spiritual needs, they must be able to hear God
address their personal story lines through His Spirit and the Word of God. Otherwise, they may
believe that the dark times they experience are outside of God’s sovereignty. They may also malign
His character and believe that He is uncaring or they are unloved. This pollutes prayer life. This
foundational session is critical if a believer is to approach the throne of grace with confidence.!

!

The Enemy—Personality and Performance Profile ~ Session 2!
We will not be successful when attempting to enforce the victory of the cross if we fail to
understand two things; 1.) Our opponent and, 2.) Our authority. Both are critical if we are to win. If
our nation were to go to war with another country and fail to study their culture, previous war
tactics, and the weapons they currently possess, we would expect defeat. To be fully prepared is to
be acquainted with the adversary, to be street smart and savvy. The same applies to prayer.
Christine teaches the history of Satan, presents his personality profile and activity, and then gives a
detailed anatomy of a stronghold. This session provides a a critical foundation for effective prayer. !

!

Battlegrounds and Warfare Strategy- Session 3!
Once a Christian man or woman understands that they have God-given authority to stand firm
against Satan's strategies, they must understand where and when to exercise that authority. Where
are the battlegrounds, externally and internally? How does the war of the flesh really play out?
Christine underscores the power of scripture and how memorizing it, and meditating on it, will
feed the spirit and transform the soul. Her instruction on body, soul, and spirit - is the highlight of
this session. At the end of 90 minutes, God’s children will know how to end anemic praying!!

!

Personalized Prayer Mapping (Strategy and Walkthrough) - Sessions 4 & 5!
Finally, the sessions that equip men and women to begin to assemble and write out their prayers.
They learn how to handle the Word with integrity, and how to consider ‘context’ when choosing
Scriptures to pray. They are then taught how to prayerfully target unholy family bents, examine
inner vows, and sever soul ties with others that are harmful. These two sessions provide an outline
that will help each person take a detailed spiritual inventory and think through strategy for prayer
mapping critical events.!

!

Forgiveness—Long Live The King! ~ Session 6!
Many times, the person we desire to pray for is also the one who has wounded us. A foundation of
forgiveness is critical for effective prayer. Forgiving is difficult because Christians often
misunderstand the concept. Christine presents this difficult teaching by first examining what
forgiveness is not; removing the barriers that many experience in their struggle to forgive. Come,
experience the nuts and bolts of this topic. This presentation unlocks the door of bitterness and
encourages listeners to allow God to be their King and Judge.

A word from Christine

What is prayer mapping? You
might be wondering if this
conference is about ‘prayer
walking’ a neighborhood? No, it
is not.	

I teach an individualized kind of
prayer mapping; equipping
others to understand the deep,
personal issues of the heart.
They become acquainted with
their own life’s story from God’s
perspective; a view which
brings freedom and joy. 	

This conference teaches believers how to customize a personalized prayer map
for a person, or a situation, that begs God’s miraculous touch and loving
intervention.	

Scriptural principles are the foundation. God’s wisdom provides the strategy.
And, each person is empowered and equipped to focus their prayers with more
detail and accuracy. Stunning answers to prayer are the result. 	

Join the many others who have made prayer mapping a way of life, a language for
life. 	

Christine

